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www.hoonuit.com

The one-time workshop or professional development days are a thing of the past. For districts to ensure the 
learning opportunities they provide their teachers and staff are positively impacting student success, 
administrators are diving deeper to challenge the quality and delivery of PD. Hoonuit provides continuous and in-
depth resources to support ongoing learning to meet the PD requirements redefined by ESSA, but also to ensure 
teachers are prepared and empowered to reach every student effectively.

Hoonuit challenges the status quo to bring you Professional 
Development delivery solutions that are:

q Personalized
Give educators autonomy over their learning.

q Competency-based
Provide flexibility in the way educators demonstrate learning. 

q Sustained
Offer ongoing opportunities for educators to learn.

q Collaborative
Foster peer-to-peer learning toward common goals.

q Data-driven
Cultivate informed educator decision-making.
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WHY HOONUIT?

Complete Commitment to the Education Industry
The Hoonuit team has 100+ years of combined expertise in the education 
industry. As a result, the professional development courses that we design and deliver 
are in context of what educators expect. We take into consideration the various 
regulatory and compliance requirements, national and state PD standards as well as 
pedagogical needs to support effective teaching. 

Robust PD Content Library
We provide the largest, most comprehensive content library for professional 
development in education with over 100,000 videos and growing. Our accredited content 
is skillfully created by subject matter experts and is tailored to meet local needs through 
courses that can be personalized by educational agencies by uploading their own content 
directly to our platform. 

Premier PD Delivery System for Educators
With the only PD Delivery System in the market, Hoonuit offers a fully encompassing, 
cost-effective platform for sustained, collaborative, data-driven PD needs. Our advanced 
platform includes assessments, face-to-face instructors for consultative PD, coaching and 
feedback and competency-based micro-credentials. 

Unparalleled Service Approach
Our customer-centric approach ensures we are regularly sharing industry best 
practices with your team to stay abreast of new requirements, establish and foster 
a productive data culture, and maintain the highest expectations to best serve your 
students.

Superior System Agnostic LTI Integrations
Our superior system agnostic Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) integrations with 
Learning Management Systems (LMS) allows seamless interoperability with our platform, 
allowing customers to easily leverage our eLearning in their courses. Integrations Include 
but are not limited to: Blackboard, Canvas, Desire2Learn, Moodle, Schoology, etc.

Contact us today for more information. 
Jena Klein- jena.Klein@hoonuit.com


